Years of Service Award Programs
Companies are built on the hard work of employees that dedicate years
of service to its success. Years of service award programs provide an
opportunity for companies and organizations to show their appreciation
for employee efforts throughout the year.
Some interesting statistics include:
- Over 90% of companies recognize their
employees for their years of service
- Lack of recognition is the #1 reason employees
quit
- Over 70% of employees are either actively or
passively job searching
- Studies have shown that properly designed and
implemented service award programs CAN
improve employee retention

Custom jewelry awards make an excellent choice for
service award recognition for a number of reasons:
- They are a branded link to the company. Every time
the employee wears the award they are reminded of
why they won the award and that the company
appreciates their efforts (unlike a generic electronic,
bike or grill).
- Jewelry is worn on the employee wherever they go.
Co-workers, customers and others see the award –
creating a free branding opportunity as well as a
chance for co-workers to admire the award and seek to
attain it themselves.
- Custom awards cannot be bought, only earned.
Unlike generic gifts or cash, custom jewelry awards are
unique and unattainable anywhere else.
- Precious metal jewelry has an intrinsic value. Whether
karat gold, sterling silver or gold-filled, precious metal
jewelry has worth just because of the metal it is made
from. Custom jewelry awards retain their value over
time, and employees cherish these awards because of
their value.
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Some general trends regarding the implementation of service award
programs include:
- Most companies offer an award every five years, starting with the
fifth anniversary, but increasingly certain industries are recognizing
employees at the one and three year levels.
- The majority of programs feature leadership involvement, including dinner or lunch recognition events, banquets, or team events.

